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DRAWING BIENNALE: March 19 - April 23, 2005
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With an impressive number of entries this year, judging the works was very difficult. The overall
winner was Steve Wilson's Walking Horse [awaiting photo], with second place going to Glen Ibbitson for
Track to Grovelly Hill and third prize won by Lee Griffiths for a piece entitled Un Ne Ddau.

There is also a 'Public's Favourite' category which will be decided by visitors to the exhibition. Voting forms
are available in the Gallery, so don't forget to fill in your entry when you visit this outstanding exhibition of
drawings.

The images below are a selection from the 57 works on display.

 

2nd Prize Winner GLEN IBBITSON - Track to Grovelly Hill | 3rd Prize Winner LEE GRIFFITHS - Un Ne Ddau

detail from GEOFF YEOMANS - Ring a Ring | CATH FAIRGRIEVE - Pipes at the Castle
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ELIZABETH CRAMP - Sumo Wrestlers | TANYA RANSOME - Untitled 1

 

PETE BLINCOW - An Old Horse | DAVID PAYNE - I Heroism - Enkiou [detail]
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